
NATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND LIVING HISTORY FOUNDATION, INC.

December 11, 1998

Minutes from the meeting to organize the new foundation

Meeting held at Friendship lN

Starting time 9:15 a.m.

Glenn Dickey opened the meeting, with pledge allegiance to the flag.

People present at the meeting

Glenn Dickey Rendezvous chairman board member
Jim Morrison
Rick Blizard
Linda Blizard
John Mil ler
Chuck Hearn
Jim Hamilton
Jeff Cross
John Knipp

Denny Burns
Ron Ehlert

Bruce Rodd
Eric Bye

EPR
Booshway 99 EPR
EPR
EVP NMLRA
President NMLRA
SE
SE
life member NIMLRA

99 ONW
3'd VP NMLRA

Steve Messer Booshway gg ONW
Jeff Montage 99 ONW
Charles Rickabaugh 99 ONW

delegate
delegate

delegate
delegate

could not be presenUserve on-board
could not be presenUserve on-board
could not be presenUserve on-board
could not be present/be willing to serve as
Secretary

Larry Stinson coordinator ONW delegate
Dianna Smith
Joe Cutuli

Later attendees:

Tippy Curtis

Rendezvous treasurer NMLRA
Booshway 98 EPR delegate

NMLRA Treasurer

lnput presented by Glenn Dickey
Bill Cisco MW
Clarence Coble MW
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Glenn Dickey: The reason for us to be here is to review the Articles of Incorporation and
By-Laws and to decide whether we agree with the concept of forming the new foundation,
to go for it as it is or make changes
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Joe Cutuli: agrees to form foundation and has a different approach. By-Laws needs to be
extensively re-done. NMLRA wants to protect trademarks; Rendezvous wants to design
their own destiny in a separate foundation. My approach is to make the foundation a
corporate member of the NMLRA. NMLM members could elect to be members of the
Foundation and pay their dues to Foundation. Then the foundation would pay the NMLRA
percentages of the dues money. We would use NMLRA sanctioned shoots, knife & Hawk,
etc. Of the $35 of dues money, $15 would go to the foundation $20 would go to the
NMLRA. lf foundation member attends a Rendezvous no additional money due. lf that
member attends a NMLRA shoot, They pay $15 extra dollars per year. To cover costs we
could change the magazine subscription for the foundation members to six times the year
and double upon the gray pages. People would come back the foundation because it is
separate from the NMLRA, but a corporate member of the NMLRA.

John Miller: expressed concem about the magazine contract, and the confusion that could
be caused by doubling up on the gray pages in some issues and not others

Joe Cutuli: this would bring people back, lt would take time to get there

John Miller: would have to ask the life members as to which membership they would
choose. Financially the NMLRA cannot transfer Life membership money

Joe Cutuli: membership money is a source of income to make the foundation grow and
support the organization

Denny Burns: maybe can have a membership like the NRA Golden Eagle program this
might make the living history programs prosper

Jeff Cross: foundation is going to separate from the NMLRA and the NMLRA will no longer
have a Rendezvous program.

Chuck Hearn: the NMLM does not want to do away with the Rendezvous program. We
want the Rendezvous program to prosper. At the cunent rate of losses the NMLRA would
be broke in 2 years. The message from the new Foundation people is Rendezvous people
can manage their program better. There are two objectives needed to be considered
Liability of insurance and liability of loss in finances. The NMLRA cannot subsidize
Rendezvous that loose money. The plan is to turn management over to the foundation and
to the Rendezvous people who have more influence. When the NMLRA shows concern
about Rendezvous budgets, the people feel it is coming from the enemy. lf the foundation
people shows concern about the Rendezvous budgets, or the people who lose money, the
perception is that the concerns are coming from Rendezvous people

Joe Cutuli: people will gain, elect as a member the foundation to support the sanctioned
programs. They would lose if the member participants at Friendship, they would have to
pay an extra $15,

Chuck Hearn: Foundation members are members of the NMLRA
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Rick Blizard: Joe has wonderful ideas that may work in the long-term. We need to make
ground now. We need to start somewhere. To break the ice and to get down the road

Joe Cutuli: The foundation needs to separate from the NMLRA

Beqinninq to qo gver the articles of incomoration article bv article and item bv item.

Glenn Dickey: When the bylaws were passed out at the 98 EPR, the section about
disciplinary actions and sanctions upset of our people

Jim Morrison: We all have good ideas. The parts about the NMLM sanctions are worded
badly. I am concerned about no dues coming to the foundation

John Miller: the disciplinary actions section came out of the union documents

Joe Cutuli: The mind set of the members is to defend second amendment of the
Constitution and freedom. Some people feel split already. The NMLRA does not need the
mindset of the union to protect the organization

Chuck Hearn: if we somehow adopt a basic philosophy of ideas, the disciplinary actions
would not be needed. The foundation would need to agree to a long-term contract with the
NMLRA and need to license the names and the sanctioned programs. The foundation
could screw up the shooting program and then the NMLRA would have to step in and
correct the problem.

Jeff Cross: Joe has good ideas. This meeting it to set up the new foundation and the new
organization of people. When we get back home there will be questions of what and why
we did ? We have no written program. We need to make the NMLRA feel safe, and
foundation needs to have its own destiny. The mission statement of the Rendezvous
program and where to go? We need to review the articles of incorporation and by-laws and
look to the long-term of three to five years

John Miller: I Agree. Need to look at the long{erm and where to go. The mission
statement is not the purpose of the foundation. The NMLRA is an individual membership
organization, which makes it IRS tax-exempt. There are taxable and nontaxable
organizations. The NMLRA is a 501-c-3, education and charitable organization. We can
accept private foundation money and individual money. But limited to the amount of
lobbying and prohibited to get into political campaigns. The memberships are defined as
individuals. The NMLRA has no corporate memberships. Some of the ideas in the articles
of incorporation and bylaws should be in a license agreement. The articles of incorporation
and bylaws are the governing documents. Instead of corporate member, we could have a
new class Rendezvous member with a percentage of the dues going the foundation. The
NMLRA has approximately 23,000 members of which about 2000 participate in shoots and
3000 to 4000 participate in the Rendezvous program. The big question as to whether
people joining NMLRA are joining for Rendezvous only.
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Rick Blizard; The NMLRA should consider giving percentage of the dues to the foundation

John Miller: the NMLRA owns all of the Rendezvous names, and foundation would need to
license the names.

Ron Ehlert: these are good ideas, we need to work out the articles of incorporation and
bylaws.

John Miller: how would we work out the life members

Joe Cutuli: we would need a card to show which member they are, or two cards

Tippy Curtis: NMLRA needs a rate of membership percentage increase for cost of living,
the Cost for Muzzle Blasts and administrative costs per member is $35.47 and the
membership dues per member is $35.00. the dues does not cover the cost per member of
the NMLRA, cannot afford to give part of the dues money to the foundation. Likes the add-
on fees of $15.00 to generate income.

Larry Stinson: we need one common goal. I agree with a lot of what has been said.
Unless this is done today the foundation will not happen. The foundation will not cost the
NMLRA any members but will add to the membership. \Mat am I getting for my
membership money? This will be a question from the members. We have problems that
happened of the years and not with this administration. We need to fix what is broken.

Discussion was held on increase of NMLRA dues of an additional $2. to go to the
foundation program to fund the program. This may be difficult to get past the members as
the NMLRA just increased dues last year. The foundation needs and Erros and
Asmissions policy.

Chuck Hearn: I agree that some dues money needs to go to the foundation. How could we
sell the idea to the Friendship shooters to increase dues $2. They would be getting rid of
the Rendezvous program losing their money. He said that the Rendezvous people could
sell that the Rendezvous dues would come to foundation to help fund the program.

Need to nominate the directors

Eric Bye
Jim Morrison
Rick Blizard
Larry Stinson
Jeff Cross
Bill Cisco

Glenn Dickey
Dick Bennett

Nominated By
Cutuli
Cutuli
Cutuli
Morrison
Hamilton
Morrison

NE
EPR
EPR
ONW
SE
MW

NMLRA
NMLRA
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This meeting has selected these people to be nominated and seconded for the Board of
Directors, with input that the delegates not present did not want to have board positions.
Motion made by Jeff Cross, and seconded, that the above nominations be expected by
acclaimation, majority approved.

Bill Cisco submitted in writing in article V section 1 we are missing the designation of the
associate member.

John Miller: We'll need to cross sell to all membership the other opportunities that the
NMLRA and the foundation have to offer to the shooters and Rendezvous people, that all
members €n go to Rendezvous, shoot at Friendship and do territorial matches.

Beqinninq to qo over the Bv-Laws article bv article and item bv item.

Break for lunch: 3:30 pm.

New people attending Buddy Townsend
Max Victory
Mike Yazel
Jim Fulmer
Ron Wolfe

NMLRA Director
Life Member
NMLRA 1.. VP
NMLRA 2Nd VP
NMLRA member
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Completed by-laws. Not too much discussion was held on bylaws due to the fact that a lot
of it is repeated from the articles of incorporation. We need a mission statement
approximately 20 words or less, to describe where the foundation is going.

Jim Hamilton made a motion that the articles of incorporation and the bylaws which have
been reviewed to be adopted with the subsequent changes, motion seconded, majority
approved.

Meeting adjourned 5 p.m.

Minutes taken by Linda Blizard

V
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Organizationat 1* Meeting of the Board of Direcfors of the
National Rendezvous and Living History Foundation, Inc.

Meeting started at 5:35 p.m. Dec. 1 1 , 1998 of the new board of directors for the foundation

Delegate members present are Guests present are

Jim Morrisson Max Victory
Rick Blizard Jim Fulmer
Larry Stinson Mike Bulger
Jeff Cross Linda Blizard
Glenn Dickey
Joe Cutuli
Jim Hamilton

The terms of delegates need to be picked. On separate pieces of paper the No. 1 or the
No. 2 was written the papers were folded and put into a hat. The delegate terms are
defined as follows

1 year terms ending 1999 2 year terms ending 2000

Mike Pullins Larry Stinson ONW
Jim Morrison Paul Kubich EPR
Valarie Galantino Rick Blizard EPR
Joe Cutuli EPR
Eric Bye Bruce Rodd NE
Jeff Cross Jim Hamiltion SE
Clarence Coble Bill Cisco MW

Election held for the positions on the board of directors. The delegates present wrote
names on piece of paper and votes were counted by Jim Fulmer and Max Vvictory for
official tally. Below is the list of those nominated and who was picked for the board
positions

N Chair Larry Stinson Jim Morrison
Jeff Cross Glenn Dickey

Vice Chair Larry Stinson Jim Morrison
Jim Morrison Larry Stinson

Secretary Eric Bye Glenn Dickey Nominations Closed Jeff Cross

Treasurer Rick Blizard Jeff Cross Nominations Closed Jim Morrison
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The Votes are

Chair Jeff Cross

Vice Chair Jim Morrison

Secretary Eric Bye

Treasurer Rick Blizard

6:1 0 pm

The power and the meeting was transfened to Jeff Cross as he was elected Chair.

Discussion was held on the appointment of committees as followed

Budget & accounting committee. Jim Morrison
Financial accounting
Guidelines for handling money

Funding committee Joe Cutuli

Strategic planning committee Glenn Dickey
Quartermaster

Trade committee Larry Stinson
Public relations
Advertising

Rules of Rendezvous and competition Paul Kubich
Continuity

The foundation board will appoint Chair from the council of delegates for each committee.

The chairperson of the committee will choose the people on the committee from the council
of delegates or numbers at-large.

We need to put an agenda together for the meeting tomorrow with the NMLRA.

6:50 pm

meeting adjourned

Minutes taken by Linda Blizard
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